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BAB V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 In this chapter, the researcher presents conclusion and suggestion in this 

research. In conclusion, the researcher represented the answer of the research 

questions. While in the suggestion, the researcher gives suggestion and 

recommendation to the reader, students, and future researchers. 

 

A. Conclusion 

 Based on the result of the study it revealed that there were eight 

types of figurative languages in the script of movie “Toy Story 4”. They 

are simile, hyperbole, personification, metonymy, alliteration, idiom, 

repetition and rhetoric. Repetition is figurative language that mostly 

appears in this movie. It means that this movie likes to intensify the 

utterance. Besides that, the researcher found the depth meaning. Every 

figurative language has depth meaning. The researcher can know the 

meaning from the contexts of this movie script. The depth meaning can be 

known from the figurative language that mostly appears in the movie. It is 

repetition. It means that this movie like to intensify the utterances, 

expression or action. Based on the findings the meanings of figurative 

language, each figurative language has different meaning according to the 

context around the sentence that includes figurative language. 

 Secondly, this study also found that to the roles of figurative 

languages in building the message of the movie, the researcher found nine 
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data contain moral messages. The moral message have been built from the 

roles of figurative language. The messages conveyed in this movie teach 

the viewer to be a good friend or a good person in real life by following 

the messages conveyed on it. 

 

B. Suggestion 

 The researcher proposes some suggestions according to the result 

of the findings in this research. The researcher suggests understanding 

figurative language, especially for the readers and other students who 

interest in analyzing the literary work about the movie. Understanding the 

figurative language will make the readers and students easier to understand 

the types of figurative language and also to catch the meaning. It also 

make them more interesting. 

 For the future researchers, the researcher hoped that this research 

can be used as references for their research on figurative language 

especially in the movie. The researcher also hoped that this research can be 

used in other objects, like figurative language in poem, poetry, song lyrics, 

and short stories. 


